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In the not-so-recent past, at Rumah Anak Bangsa Malaysia (RABM), a group of women
experienced the promise of togetherness in ways the Siti Inshahs, Ridhuan Tees and Ibrahim
Alis of this country would never understand. The announcement that had gone out to them was
simple – come for tea, bring something, dress down, let go of bashfulness, giggle, laugh, talk
about men, share yourself with others, know your sisters, know yourself. Here are two personal
accounts, one from a first-time participant and the other from a member of the organising team.

  

  

NICOLE TAN BENG IM, a first-timer to the Rumah, went away with feelings that led to
expression here:
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“WHAT are you doing this Saturday evening? Come with me for this meeting,” suggested MayLee, my friend.           “Okay,” I replied.  “Can I bring my Mom too?”      “No problem,” she said.      So on 31st July, I drove with May Lee and Mother in the car for this meeting at LorongSetiabistari 1, Bukit Damansara – Rumah Anak Bangsa Malaysia.      Now, I am the type of person who observes and watches to see what a group does before Idecide to get involved.     It was really refreshing to find a group of friendly women who had gathered together not just tohave fun but to do some serious thinking regarding what they believe in.       I was very interested in what SABM’s Farida said: “We are one, no matter what colour, ethnicorigin or religion. We are Malaysian.”       For a very long time, I have made statements to my friends that we are Malaysian. Not justChinese, or Malay or Indian but one nation. I believe that there should not be differences in raceor creed but that we should regard ourselves as one – Malaysian.      To tell you the truth, Ladies, I like the sound of it – SAYA ANAK BANGSA MALAYSIA  –because I am one, and so are all of you.        FARIDA'S STORY:      FORTY-FOUR ladies, mainly strangers to one another and among them Thais and Indonesiansresiding here or visiting,  left their worries at the gate to let the girls in them have fun. And in thesafe space provided at RABM, they did just that.      They  came bearing  food in baskets, bowls, pots, plastic containers  and intricate utensils  tolay upon a table meant for them. And they generously forgave the blunder in the welcomeaddress – “ Good evening,  ladies  and gentlemen.”  This was, after all, for  a few hours that day a  ‘No Man’ territory. But ladies of every disposition were warmly received.    
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    Two ice-breakers set the evening in motion, with facilitator Amy skillfully getting the ladies tomix. ‘Friendship Bingo’ had them going around to collect signatures when answers were ‘yes’ toseveral questions - like whether they had ever asked a guy out on a date!      
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  Suddenly, the heavens opened. In an instant there was water, water everywhere in thecompound of RABM. As a fierce wind blew, merchandise, shoes, mist fans, screen andspeakers had to be rescued and moved to safer places and the projector and cables had to becovered in plastic.        Curtains of rain spilled over the edges of canopies and then, to the horror of all workingfeverishly outside, part of a canopy began to descend, threatening to unload its weight of waterover everything below.        
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    In the Rumah, all eyes were on Anna Tan belting out numbers that had many of the ladiessinging along with her and others swaying to the enticing rhythms. Her impressive vocal rangeenabled her to roam the musical landscapes made famous by Anneke Gronloh, Elvis Presley,Dean Martin, Pat Boone etc.      
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  When the rain whimpered away, the women stepped out for a round of Table Talk organized byAzira on different topics – Sexual Harassment, Sex Education In Schools, How To Find TheBest Life Partner and Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Career Women. Vigorous discussion ended inmahjong-paper presentations by each group.    
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        The event was way past its final hour  when Esther shared why she had embraced the SABMspirit. And as the ladies made their way out, many having packed the extra goodies to takehome and also helped spruce up the Rumah, the thought came that no one talked ethnic origin.No one talked religion. No one hated, shunned or belittled. No one too had questioned whetherthe food was halal. And why ever not? Because there was trust and respect all around.    Acceptance of differences and diversity had prevailed and friendship had burgeoned amidstice-breaker games, discussions, food-tasting, singing, dancing and sharing. It had been athumbs up evening.            For a precious while, in those 4-5 hours in the grounds of RABM, the women had offered anexample of a Malaysia that could be.      In the lines of “I’ll Never find Another You” by the Seekers rest a promise worth holding on toand a search together that must not end :        “There’s a new world somewhere  They call the promised land  And I’ll be there someday  If you will hold my hand  I still need you there beside me  No matter what I do  For I know I’ll never find another you.”    Pictures / Chuah Ee Chia and Lee Soo Choo                
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